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Fragment-based drug design discovery by X-ray crystallography requires to produce large numbers of
crystals for testing libraries of up to 1.000 different fragments. Robust crystallization systems can be
laborious to establish with poor crystallization rate in a given crystallization condition.
Crystallophore molecules (lanthanide complexes from Polyvalan, www.crystallophore.fr) are all-in-one
nucleating and phasing agents. Furthermore, they increase the crystallization space of a given
crystallization condition with, for instance, crystallization over a wider precipitant concentration range.
[1] The latest property can be an advantage to build a robust crystallization system. We thus tested the
reproducibility of protein crystals obtained from co-crystallization with crystallophore molecules at the
HTX laboratory (High-Throughput Crystallization, EMBL, Grenoble), a highly automated crystallization
and crystallography facility essential to perform large-scale fragment screening. [2]
We then performed a complete fragment-based drug discovery project to find allosteric inhibitors to a
lactate dehydrogenase of unknown structure. After identification of crystallization hits in the presence of
crystallophore molecules and crystal growth optimization, the novel structure of the lactate
dehydrogenase could be phased using the anomalous signal from the lanthanide complex. A
reproducible crystallization system was subsequently established and validated before the phase of
fragment screening. The robustness of the crystallophore induced-crystallization condition allows us to
successfully run a 500 fragments screening campaign.
This project named CRYSFRAG was supported by a program R&D BOOSTER from “Région Auvergne
Rhône Alpes”.
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